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MECHANICAL COTTON PICKER OPERATION
DELTA
IN THE YAZOO-MISSISSIPPI
By GRADY B. CROWE 1
Harvesting of cotton by hand has long
been a tedious and time-consuming op-’ a study reeration. In the early 1930's
vealed that when four-row tractor equip-ment was used in producing the crop,
the picking operation alone accounted
for roughly 65 percent of the total labor
required. 2 Increased mechanization in
the production of cotton has tended to
bring this problem into sharper focus.
The Delta Branch Experiment Station
found that for cotton produced under
“
” mechanization practices, the
"usual"
hand-picking operation accounted for
approximately 85 percent of the total
labor required in 1948. 3 The reduced
labor supply and relatively high farm
wage rates which accompanied the war
caused farmers to intensify their efforts
in the search for labor-saving machinery.
There was no more logical place to start
than with the picking operation.
The high-drum, spindle type mechanical picker is the only one sold in this
area at present. It was first introduced
on a commercial scale in 1943 and has
increased rapidly in numbers since that
time. In 1948 there were between 600
and 650 machines in the Delta area of
Mississippi alone. A Mississippi Employ-ment Security Commission survey show-1Agricultural Economist, Bureau of Agricul-tural Economics, stationed at the Delta Branch
Experim en t Station, Stoneville, Miss.
2
Langsford, E. L., and Thibodeaux, B. H.,
Plantation Organization and Operation in the
Yazoo-Mississippi Delta Area. U. S. Dept. Agr.
Tech. Bull. o. 682, May 1939.

3 Preliminary results of 1948 proving-ground
tests being conducted at the Delta Branch Ex-periment Station by the Mississippi Agricultural
Experiment Station, the Bureau of Agricultural
Economics, and the Bureau of Plant Indu stry,
Soils, and Agricultural Engineering cooperating.

ed 570 machines were in use in the
Delta during the peak operating week
in the fall of 1948.
Many of these machines are used as
"stop-gap" measures or are operated on
a semi-experimental basis by farmers
who bought them. Especially is this
true on farms having large acreages of
cotton and only one or two machines.
In many of these cases the machines
merely supplement the hand pickers
when needed or are used solely for scrap-ping. In other cases the machines are
operated for short periods so that the
farmer may become familiar with their
use and may make an individual evalu-tion of them for his particular conditions.
In still other situations the machines
were purchased as insurance against
actual labor shortages and were seldom
if ever used.
It is the purpose of the study upon
which this report is based to provide
farmers with information concerning
costs and performance of these machines
and to furnish guides for their use. Spe-cifically the objectives are: (1) To determine the costs and performance of
the one-row spindle-type, mechanical
cotton harvester under farm conditions;
(2) to determine the operating ef-ficiency of these machines as compared
with hand labor; (3) to determine the
effect of mechanical harvesting on the
grade and value of cotton; and ( 4) to
compare costs of machine picking with
those of hand picking.
Data were collected for this study
In 1945
period 1945-1947.
over the 3-year
and 1946 general information was col-lected on a number of machines, and in
194 7 detailed records were kept on the
operation of 26 machines. In addition,
for that year, waste tests were conducted
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range was from a
‘
for the season. ~The
low of 230 hours to a high of 490 hours.
Bales harvested per picker varied from
a low of 80 to a high of 175. Volume
per machine was about as high as one
might have expected in 1945, as both
operators and owners had had little ex-perience in operating the harvesters.
An important factor in accounting for
the relatively high use of pickers in 1945
was the fact that wet conditions during
the early harvest season caused farmers
4
Performance and Costs, 1945 and 1946
to "get behind"” with harvesting in Sep-from tember and October, and the machines
Selected data were collected
Delta farmers on the operation of 27 were used to “"catch up."” Also cotton
harvesters in 1945 and on 20 units in had already been subjected to weathering
1946. Information was obtained primari-- and grade differentials between handly from plantation books ancl' other and machine- picked lint were reduced
1 ecords and interviews with farmers. A
rapidly as the season progressed. This
total of 3,003 bales of lint, an average point is discussed more fully in a later
of 111 bales per picker were harvested section of the report.
by the 27 machines included for 1945.
The year 1946 was characterized by a
An average of 87 bales were picked by good planting season; an excessively wet,
each of the machines studied in 1946.
early-growing season ( from which the
The seasonal picking volume of me- crop never quite recovered); a dry, late-chanical harvesters is affected by many growing season and an excellent harvestfactors. Among the more important of ing season. Yields were low and the crop
these are weather conditions, size of was very short. Mechanical pickers were
the crop ( especially in relation to the operated during 1946 an average of 434
labor supply available for hand p[cking), hours, ranging from a low of 145 hours
yield, condition of the field, condition to a high of 493 hours. Bales harvested
of the cotton itself, the experience of the per picker varied from 22 to 98, averagowner and operator, and the importance ing slightly over 87 bales. In 1946 ma-attached to the machine in the -harvest- chines were operated many more
hours than in 1945, but the number of
ing operation on the particular farm.
Machine Performance: The year 1945 bales harvested per machine was con-was characterized by a wet spring, a siderably lower and the amount of cotfairly good growing season, and an early ton picked per day in 1946 was only 50
harvest season that was exceptionally wet. percent of that in 1945.
The short crop in 1946 allowed the
Rainfall during the late harvest season
was below normal, and the size of the farmer to rely more heavily on his availcrop was a little below average. Pickers able labor supply, and machines were
were operated an average of 277 hours used extensively for scrapping purposes.
Many machine owners pick as much of
the high-grade early crop as possible by
4 The information on mechanical pickers for
I 945 and 1946 was collected under the super-hand and rely upon the machine more
vision of Dr. D. Gra y Miley of the Dep~rtment
heavily during the later season when the
of Agricultural Economics, Miss issippi State Col-lege, before the overall mechanization study, of grade differences between machine- and
hand-picked cotton are not so wide. The
which this report is a part, was initiated.
on five plantations to determine picker
efficiency, and information as to quality
of machine- and hand-picked cotton was
assembled from a number of sources.
These results, though of a preliminary
nature are released now because of the
significance of mechanical harvesting
in achieving greater efficiency in cotton
production and the acute need for spe-cific ·i nformation as to operating costs
and performance of the machines.
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Figure 1. Hours of man labor required to harvest a bale of cotton by hand and by machine. Use of
the mechanical harvester for picking cotton results in a tremendous reduction in labor requirements
for this operation.

factors listed above go far toward ex-plaining the differences in machine per-formance as between 1945 and 1946.
The low yield per acre obtained in the
latter year is also significant.

Total Cost of Operation, 1945, 1946
The average cost of operating a mech-anical cotton picker amounted to $1176 in
1945 and $1729 for the season, 1946,
table 1. Most of the difference in operating cost in 1946 compared with 1945 is
in variable costs. 0 Increased use of the
machine and higher wage rates and repair bills in the main accounted for this
difference. Repairs on the machine in-- >Variable costs consist of cash or “" out-ofpocket"” expenses in machin e operation . Fixed
costs are compri sed of machine depreciation and
interest on investment. The two togetr.er make
up th e item “" T otal machine operating cost" u sed
in this report.

creased 175 percent in 1946 over 1945.
This is accoun:ed for mainly by the great-er use in 1946, the higher cost of repair
parts, and the fact that these machines
were 1 year older, and thus required
more repair work.
An examination of the weighted
average figures for the 2 years shows
that three items of expense make up
more than 80 percent of total operating
costs. These are machine depreciation,
35.6 percent; labor, 24.2 percent; and re-pairs, 21.4 percent.
The average cost of machine operation
for harvesting a bale of cotton was
$10.58 in 1945 and $19.78 in 1946, almost
doubling in the latter year. It will be
noticed, however, that these per-unit
costs are directly related to the rate of
picking-four bales per day in 1945 and
two bales in 1946. The increased cost of

6
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labor and repairs in 1946 was offset by
the fact that increased use of the ma-chines spread the fixed cost over a larger
volume, resulting in a lower cost per
hour of operation. (Note operating cost
per hour, table 1.)
Performance and Costs, 1947
Data collected on 27 machines in 1947
were taken from special records kept by
farmers, from plantation books, from in-

terviews with farmers, and from obser-vations of the machines operating under
plantation conditions.
The year 1947 was characterized by a
favorable planting and early growing
season, followed by hot, dry weather in
July and August. The harvest season
through October was very favorable, but
the latter part of the season was wet. Although some cotton was machine picked

Table 1. Performance and: costs of operating mechanical cotton p:ckers, Yazoo-Mississippi Delta,
1945 and 1946.
W eig l:tc<l
Year
Average
Unit
1945
1946
1945-46
Item
___ _ _ _
______
Number of pickers studied ___
N umber
27
20
-—
____
Year
1.6
2.6
2.0
------------------------------------------Average age of pickers -----__________________________-_ I-lour
H our opera ted per picker._________
277
3-H
43 4
Bales harvested:
IOI
Ill
87
---------------------------------------------------- Bale
Per picker _______________________
Per day _____________
do.
4
2
3
__ __
------—------_ _
Season operating cost per picker: 1
Variable costDollar
83.93
138 .99
I 07.36
Gas and oil, picker and tractor
258 .74
454.1 7
do.
34 1.90
___ _____________ __
---------------------------------------------------Labor 2 —
_ <lo.
Repa irs, picker an<l tractor ____________________
173.44
477.27
302 .73
_
30.71
23.36
27.58
do.
_______ ---------------------------------------M isce Ilaneou s 3 ________
T ota I variable cost per picker.. _______ _ do.
1,093.79
546.82
779.57
Fixed cost___________________ _
D ep reciation, pickcr 4
501.08
do.
505.95
503.15
-------_
Tntere!-it, picker 5 ______________________________
87 .68
do.
88.54
88 .05
- - _
_________________________
Depreciation, tractor G ------------31.27
3 1.40
3 1.33
do.
Interest, tractor 7 ______________________
-_ do.
9.5 1
9.54
9.52
— —_
_
________
T otal fixed cos t ___—
632 .05
62 9.5 4
635 .43
do.
-----------T otal operating cost, fix ed and
_ __
variable, per picker _
1,176.36
do.
1,729.22
1,411.62
— _---Operating cost per hour:
1.97
2.52
2.27
—
- - - - do.
Variable cost ------------------do.
2.27
1.46
1.84
Fixed cost --- ----- ------ ------------ —
_____ _ do.
Total operating cost per hour__
4.24
3.98
4.11
---Operating cost per bal e:
do.
4.92
12.5 I
7.7 1
— ——
—
Variabl e cost ----------------------------------------do.
5.66
7.27
6.25
------ ----- -----------Fixed cost
____ _ do.
19.78
Total operating cost per bale_—
10.58
13.96
1 Operations through loading of cotton on trailer at turn-row
do not include hauling to gin
or storage .
2 Includes operator's
’ time, service time, labor for minor rea pirs, and labor to assist in dumping
picker basket and placing trailers on turn-rows.
3 Primaril y anti-freeze.
4 Average life of 7 yea rs, “
” depreciation.
''straight-line"
the original cost.
5 5 percent of one-half
- e"” depreciation. One-GCost of new minus 10 percent as trade-- in value. 10 percent “"straight-lin
fourth charged to picker.
charged to
- value. One-fourth
tl-:e cost new plus 10 percent as trade-in
7 5 percent of one-half
picker.
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Figure 2. Seasonal average daily harvesting rate for one machine and for va rying
approximately 35
pickers. On the basis of 1947 data one mechanical cotton picker will replace
hand pickers.

late in the season, the operations were
sporadic and localized.
Machine Performance. The 26 ma-chines harvested a total of 2827 bales of
cotton, or an average of 109 bales per
picker, table 2. This volume ranged from
a low of 27 bales per picker to a high
of 180.
The machines operated a total of 8005
hours, ranging from 60 to 487 hours per
machine and averaging 308 hours per
machine. This is equivalen t to thirty-one
days, but more often the effective
10-hour
picking time per day is less than 10
hours depending on moisture conditions .
Night picking has proved successful, but
only in fields free from stones, scrap
iron, and other debris which are likely
to cause damage to the spindles and
picker bars. Night operation, particularly

as operators become more experienced,
may offer a means of adding to the
effective seasonal capacity of the machine
which is at present estimated at thirty to
days during a normal sea-forty 10-hour
son.
Many machines continue to be used
for scrapping or for periodic operation.
Four of the machines studied picked less
Table 2. Performanc e of 26 mechanical cotton
pickers, Yazoo-Mississippi Delta, 1947.
Total or
average
I tern
Number of pickers ________ 26
___ 3.38
Av . age of pickers, yrs. —
H ours operated per picker 308
Bales harvested:
_______________ _ 109
Per picker ____
3.5
_
Per day _
_______ _ 5.0
H ours labor per bale___

Range
1.5
60 -487
- 80
27-1
1.0-4.5
4.0-11.5
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Table 3. Physical inputs and costs of operation, 26 mechanical cotton pickers, Yazoo-Mississippi

Delta, 1947.-.
Item___________________________
Unit
Amount
Cost
Operating cost per picker: 1
(dollars)
Variable costs—
________________
635
Fuel, tractor ---------------------------------------------86.77
--------- Gallons
----- — ------ --------_-------------------Quarts
Oil, tractor ----29
--------------·---4.73
---- ----- -----— -----------------do.
Oil, picker --------------------------135
26 .90
--Grease, picker _---------------------------------------_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _
Pounds
15
2.25
Labor 2
Hours
-------—
~ --'
549
337.92
Repairs, picker and tractor _______
__________________________
_
______________
43 1.52
Mounting picker ________ _____________ ________
___
32.71
' - ____
___
___
Dismounting picker --------------------------------------31.25
__ _______________
___
Miscellaneous 3 -------------------------------·----·------3.37
--Total variable costs -------------------------------957.43
Fixed costs 4
_____ ____ ________
___
__
Depreciation, pickers 5 -----------------------------------516.3 I
----- - - - -------------- __________
___
Interest, picker5 ---------------------------90.35
-Depreciation, tractor5 ------------------------________ ''
___
___
32 .06
_____ __ _____________
___
___
Interest, tractor 5 -------------------------------------------9.74
Total fixed costs ______
___
_
--------------------------------------648.46
Total operating costs, per picker,
fixed and variable _____________
1,605.89
" ___________
_________ ' ' ~
___
__ _
Operating cost per hour:
_________________________
__
___
Variable cost --------------------------------------------------3. 11
Fixed cost ____________________
_ __ _ _ __ _ _
__
_
2.11
____
_____
___
___
Total operating cost per hour ------------------________________
5.22
Operating cost per bale:
___-- _________
___
___
Variable cost _______
----------------------------------------------------8.81
Fixed cost _________________________
__
5.96
___ _____ ________________________
__
___
Totat operating cost per bale _
.._ ____
______
___
14.77
l'Operations through loading of cotton on trailers at turn--row do not include hauling to gin
or storage.
2 1ncludes operator's time, service time, labor for
minor repairs, and labor to assist in dumping
’
picker basket and placing trailers on turn-row.
8 Anti-freeze
and bucolene.
4 Fixed charges calculated on average original
pur cha se price. See table 4 for fixed costs ba sed
on 1948 machine prices.
5 Se<! footnotes 4 , 5, 6 and 7, table I.

than 38 bales for the season, and the
average of the 8 machines having the
lowest volume was only 44 bales per
machine. In spite of this fact, the daily
picking rate is slightly above 3 ½ bales.
These machines are capable of harvesting 8 to 10 bales per IO-hour
day under
favorable conditions, but during scrapping operations they often fail to harvest
1 bale per day.
Time expended by machine operator
and helpers amounted to 5 hours per
bale of machine-picked cotton ip 1947.
This compares with a usual hand-picking
labor requirement of approximately 100
hours per bale.

Total Cost of Operation. The cost of
operating a mechanical picker in 1947
amounted to $1606, consisting of 60 percent variable cost and 40 percent fixed
cost or capital charges. These costs
amounted to $5.22 per hour of operation
and $14.77 per bale harvested, table 3.
Repairs and labor were the largest
items of variable cost, amounting to 45
and 35 percent, respectively, of the total.
The most frequent items of repair in-curred were spindle and spindle bar re-placement. Others incurred, but less frequently, were doffer, moistener, shaft
and belt replacements, and repairs to the
basket lift. The increased price of repair

MECHANICAL COTTON PICKER OPERATION

parts is an important item affecting costs,
particularly when more repairs are needed by older machines.
Though some bucolene and nopco
were used as wetting agents in machine
operations, water was by far the most
popular agent used to facilitate the doffing operation.
A crew of two men usually operntes
a machine. One man actually operates
the machine and the other assists with
the unloading and places the trailers
along the turn-row. Two or three trail-ers are usually required for hauling, depending on the size of the trailer and
distance to the gin. Of course, when
machines are operated in groups, various
combinations of helpers and trailers are
possible; for instance, one helper and the
necessary trailers can readily take care of
two machines. The machine operator
generally was paid at the rate of 50 to
75 cents per hour, while the helper received ordinary day wages, from 30 to
40 cents per hour, in 1947.
The charge for picker depreciation
was by far the largest expense in fixed
cost, amounting to 80 percent of all fix-ed charges. The three items, repairs,
labor, and picker depreciation, account
for 80 percent of the total operating costs,
both fixed and variable.
Effect of Cost of Picker on Operating
Costs. The price of mechanical cotton

9

pickers has risen rapidly since they were
first introduced into the Delta. In 1943
and 1944 the machine, including the
tractor, sold for less than $4,000. 6 In the
fall of 1948, the price to the farmer, in-cluding the tractor, was approximately
$8,200.
Heretofore, in this report, all fixed
charges on the picker have been calcu-lated at the original purchase price. How-ever, an evaluation of the picker for
future use should be based on the current price of the machine, and calcula-tion made in such a way that they can
be adjusted for future changes in prices.
Using the variable operating cost from
table 3, calculations have been prepared
to show the effect of the 1948 price of
the machine upon total operating cost
and operating cost per bale, table 4. The
use of the 1948 price of the machine to
calculate fixed costs increases the cost of
operation per picker by $376 and the cost
of operation per bale $3.46.
Ef£ect of Picking Volume on Oper-ating Costs. To effect efficient and eco-nomical operation of a machine which
costs as much and has a rate of deprecia-6 These machines were mounted on H tractors.
They have subsequently been shfted to M. trac-tors. In calculating fixed cost elsewhere in this
report, the sum of $ 1,000 has been added to the
cost of these machines, since tr-at was the amount
from one size tractor
involved in the change-over
to the other.

Table. 4. Total o~rating cost, average 26 mechanical cotton pickers, Yazoo-Mississippi Delta, 1947,
usmg 1948 machine prices for calculating depreciation and interest.______________ _
Cost
Item
(dollars)
Operating costs per picker:
957.43
__ _______
Total variable cost _
_______
___________________________________ _____
----------------------------------------—
Fixed costs-810.28
________________________ —
Depreciation, picker - - - - - ·---------------------------------141.80
________ _______ __________ ________ _____ ______ _____ _____
Interest, picker -------------------------------------------------------------_ _________________________
Depreciation, tractor __________________________
55.50
____ _______________ _______________
________ ________ __
16.95
_____________ __________ __________ _ _— -------------------- -—
Interest, tractor ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------_ ---------------------------------------Total fixed costs __________________________
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------- 1,024.53
_
_________________________________________
1,981.96
Total operating costs, fixed and variable ___________________
----------------Operating costs per bale:
8.81
______________________________________ _—-------------------- --------------------------------------Variable costs ----------------------------9.42
-------------------__
__
__
Fixed costs ____________
________
-----------------------------—--------------------------------------------18.23
____________________
_-------------------------—-------------------- - - ___ _
Total operating costs per bale ------------------------------------------------------

10
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tion as high as this, it must be used as
near capacity as possible. The spindle-type picker should harvest between 150
and 200 bales during a normal season. 7
Table 5 illustrates the effect of picking
volume on operating cost. For machines
harvesting a low volume, operating costs
were $20 per bale more than for machines
having a high volume. The chief reason
for the lower cost per bale with the highvolume machines is that fixed costs are
spread over a greater number of bales.
The machines harvesting a low volume
.1The average seasonal capacity of this machine,
—
in terms of acreage, is estimated to be between
150 and 200. Therefore, in cotton yielding less
than a bale per acre, the seasonal volume, ex-pressed in bales, would be lower.

were used an average of 220 hours to
harvest 44 bales,' and the machines having
a high picking volume were used 347
hours to harvest 138 bales.
Defoliation
Defoliation costs are not included as a
cost of mechanical harvesting in this report. The 1947 season was too dry for
effective use of defoliants, and on a large
part of the acreage picked by machine, no
attempt was made to remove the leaves
by this practice. Too, some cotton that
is to be hand picked is defoliated, especially during ' wet seasons or seasons when
stalk growth is rank, causing boll rot.
Under favorable conditions, defoliation
is a material aid to machine picking. In

Table 5.

Effect of picking volume' on the cost of machine operation, using 1948 price of machine for
calculating depreciation and interest, 1947 operation.
________________

I

--.-----------Over 100 bal es volume

Item
Operating costs per picker: 3

Un d c r 100 bales volume
average 44 bales 1
Cost

(dollars)
Variable costs—
_Fuel, tractor ·······························-···--63.63
Oil, tractor
-· 2.69
- - - - · · · · · · · · · -'
··
············
-----------'--------Oil, picker -- · ·--------· ·········
· ------················--12.88
Grease, picker - -___
_____
_
"
- - - - - - - · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · - 1.03
Labor —
------- —
'
140.05
__
Repairs, picker and tractor.. .......................................
. 282.06
Mounting picker __
____________
____
.........................................................
.
32.71
Dismounting picker ...................................................
__
___ _____ _
.
31.26
__ _________ ______________
Miscellaneous -----------···············
···
__
'
Total variable costs _________
---······························
566.31
Fixed costs—
___
___
______
Depreeciation, picker -------····················
810.28
Interest, picker ..............................................................
55.50
Depreciation, tractor ____
- ' -—~ . 141.80
...................................................
Interest, tractor ...........................................................
__ ________
________
__ .
16.95
Total fixed costs _______
" ~
.....................................................
. 1,024.53
Total operating costs per picker, fix ed and variable ....... 1,590.84
Operating costs per hour:
Variable costs __
_______ _______ ________________ _
-------------------------------------------2.58
Fixed costs _______________-__ '
__________
.................................................................
.......
4.67
Total operating cost per hour..
..............................
_______.
7.25
Operating costs per bale:
___ - _____________
Variable costs ····· ·················----···················
······
12.87
____
_____ ______ - '__ ____ ____
_
Fixed costs ·································----····
················
23.28
__
Total operat:ng costs per bale ___
·······················-······
36 .1 5
1 Average for 8 pickers, operating an average of 220 hou rs.
2 Average for 18 pickers, operating
an average of 347 hours.
3Other footnotes same as table 3.

average 137.5 bales 2
Cost
(dollars)

- 96.91
5.64
33.13
2.79
425.87
551.26
32.71
31.26
4.87
1,184.44

810.28
55.50
141.80
16.95
1,024.53
2,208.97
3.41
2.95
6.36
8.64
7.45
16.09
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Figure 3. Cotton on left was carefully hand picked; in center, ordinarily hand picked and; on right,
cotton is noticeably cleaner than that picked by
machine picked. While the carefully hand-picked
and the machine-picked
machine, there is not so much difference between the ordinary hand-picked
samples.

addition to facilitating machine operation, it reduces the foreign-matter content of the lint.
With present prices, cost of defoliation
is usually about $1.75 per acre, including
the cost of application.
Waste in Mechanical Harvesting
Some waste is incurred in the mechanical harvesting of cotton as compared with
hand-picking. The machine knocks small
quantities of cotton to the ground, strings
some over the stalks, and leaves some
unpicked.
The amount of waste with machine
harvesting was meas ured on five plan-tations in 1947 at different times during
the harves ting season. Equal row lengths
of cotton were picked by hand and by

machine on the same day. The machine-picked rows were then gleaned by hand
as clean as the hand-picked rows. Picking
efficiency for the machine was calcu-lated by using the weights of machine-picked cotton plus weights of the glean-ings as the potential yield. The picker
efficiency as derived is illustrated in table
6.
Picker efficiency is highest during the
early and mid-harvest season when the
amount of open cotton per acre is high .
It gradually declines as the season pro-gresses. There appears to be a close re-lationship between picker efficiency and
the amount of cotton open when the operation takes place. In 1947 very lit_tle of
the crop was harvested by machine

12
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late in the season when efficiency was
lowest. It should be pointed out that the
1947 season offered certain disadvantages
to machine picking. Drought conditions
existing during the late growing season
resulted in many immature bolls. These
bolls failed to open properly, making it
difficult for the machine spindles to engage the lint and in some cases seriously
affecting picker efficiency.
Picker efficiency of 92 percent in 1947
reflects a field waste of 8 percent. Valued
at the sea, on average price for machine-picked cotton in 1947, and taking into
account the cost of picking and ginning
the waste and loss in cottonseed, this
amounts to $13 per bale. Since cotton
left in the field is an economic loss to
the producer, a charge of $13 per bale
was made against the machine for this
loss.

Loss in Grade

In spite of the improvements made in
picker operation, in cultural practices, in
the use of defoliants, and in ginning facilities, machine-picked cotton averages
lower in grade than hand- picked cotton.
Machine-picked lint has a higher foreign
matter content and a somewhat higher
manufacturing waste. Otherwise it com-pares favorably with hand-picked cotton
in quality.
During the early part of the harvesting
season, the difference in grade is much
more favorable for the hand-picking
method. However, during a normal picking season, which in this area, frequently
extends into the next calendar year, the
quality differences tend to disaepear as
the season progresses and the cotton is
subjected to weathering. In many instances late machine-picked cotton is of

t,

t

n

C

1

cotton for
Mechanical picker efficiency and ginning distribution for machine-picked
__________
specified periods, Yazoo-Mississippi Delta, 1947 season.
Percentage of
Picker
machine-picked
efficiency
cotton gi nn ed
Period
(percent)
92.0
_____
78
-------------------------To October 18 -----------------------91.4
_____
19
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------October 18 to November 30 ______________
88.7
3
--------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------December 1 on ------------------------------------------------------

Table 6.

I

F

s
s
s

C
C

100
—Total ------- ---------------------------------------- --------------------- —-—
91.8
. ____ __
_______________________ ——
____________ ___________________——---------------Season weighted average _____________
cotton, specified periods, Yaz'.>o-Mississippi
Table 7. Index of quality for hand-- and machine-picked
Delta, 1945 ' I
Grade index

(

C

2

Difference
Hand p'ckcd I Mach. picked
Period
98.9
—
September 1-15 -------------·-·----------------------------------------------15.9
83.1
------------------------------------------------------------ 99.0
September 16-3 0 ___
7.8
_______________________
87.5
October 1-17 ______
95.3
8.2
86.9
___
-------------------·-- 95.1
October 18-31 -------------------------------------------6.0
87.0
---------------------------------------------------------------- 93.0
November 1-13 —
4.7
85.7
-------------------- ------------------------------------------ 90. 4
November 14-30 ___
2.6
84.4
-----------------------·----------------------------------- ___ _ 87.0
December 1-12 ____
+3 .9
82.8
15 -------------------· ________ _ 78.9
December 13-January
+1.2
67.2
January 16-March 20 _______ --··---·-------·----··------------------------ 66.0
1 Based on grades of 34,325 bal es of hand-picked
cotton from
and 3,994 bales of machine-picked
the same gins. Grade dat~ furni shed by Cotton Branch, Production and Marketing Administration,
U. S. Department of Agriculture, Stoneville, Mississippi .
Middling, 104 ; Middling, 100 ; Strict
—
—
used in developing index: White grades-Strict
.!Code
Low Middling, 94; Low Middling, 85; Strict Good Ordinary, 76; Good Ordinary, 70; blow grade,
60. All grades converted to white grade equivalent.

'I'
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a higher quality than hand-picked for the
same period. This condition is caused by
the tendency of many hand pickers to do
an inferior job of picking late in the sea-son. Table 7 illustrates the changes that
take place during the season in compara-tive quality between the two harvesting
methods. The year 1945 serves to illustrate this point.
The data studied failed to r·eveal any
significant differences in staple length
between the two methods of harvesting.
Although it is generally recognized
that machine-picked cotton produces
yarn of a higher quality than hand-picked
cotton of a comparable grade, 8 the cotton

trade has so far failed to acknowledge
this advantage in terms of premiums for
machine-picked cotton of e_guivalent
grade. This fact holds some promise for
the relative improvement of prices for
machine-picked cotton in the future, par-ticularly as spinners become convinced
of this advantage through experience
gained from performance tests. Never-theless, under present conditions, the sea-son average grade for machine-picked
cotton is lower than for hand-picked;
and since this difference represents an
economic loss to the producer, it should
be charged against the machine in evaluating the two harvesting methods.

8 '‘‘'The Quality of Mechanica ll y Produced Cotton,'’ by F. L. Gerd es , a paper deli vered before
the Annual Meeting of the No rth Ca rolin a Gin •
ners Association, Charl otte, North Carolina, De-cember 1946. (Processed.)

Grade D ifferences in 1947. The sea-sonal weighted average grade for hand-picked cotton in 1947 was 99.2, or a
value slightly below Middling, table 8.

Table 8.

Index of grades for machine-- and hand-picked
cotton by weeks and seasonal weighted'
average grades for each harvesting method, Yazoo-Mississippi Delta, 1947.
Machin e-picked
Hand-picke_
d
Ginning
Grade
Ginning
Grade
Period
distribution 1
index 2
index 2
di stribution 1
(percent)
( percent)
104.2
_______
September 8- 13 ____
--------·--------·-------------------------8. 4
__
103.5
5.0
_______
94.0
9.4
September 15 -20 ------------····-------------·-·------·--__
12 .3
100.9
September 22-27 -----------------------------------------10.0
94.9
100 .3
_______
September 29-October
4 _______
----------------------------10.3
2 1.4
94.4
______
_______
100.9
18.6
12.0
94.I
October 6-11 ---------------------------------100.0
_______
October 13-18 _____
----------------------------------13 .0
92.0
20.5
100.1
_______
9.6
-----------------------------------------___ 11.9
91.1
October 20-2 5 _____
_______ _______
5.4
98.0
6. 0
October 27-November
1 -----------------------------90.5
____
4.9
97.2
I.I
_______
92 .5
November 3-8 --------------------------------------------1.8
9 1.8
_______
.5
87 .0
November 10-15 -------------------------------------------November 17-22 ________________________________________
92.3
_______ _ 2.3
5.6
_______
90.5
1.7
83.0
November 24-2 9 --------------------------------------------December 1-6 _____
-----------------------------------_________ _
87 .0
5.0
_______
78.0
3.3
December 8-Januar
y
103
___________________________
_
_______
___________
_______ 100.0
100.0
Total -------------------------------------------------------Weighted average grade _____
_______________________ _
92. 6 or
99 .2 or
slightl y below
slightl y below
Middling
Strict Low
Midd ling
1 From four representati ve Delta gin s ginning cotton harvested by each method. 588 1 bales hand picked, 1307 bales machine-picked.
2
Four sa mples for each harvesting method coll ected week ly from 13 Delta gins. Th ese data
furnished by Cotton Branch, Prod uction a nd Marketing Administrat ion, U. S. Depa rtment of Agri culture, Stonev ill e, Mississippi.
8 126 bales of hand-picked
cotton ginned before September 8 and 97 bales of hand--picked and 1
bale of machine-picked
cotton ginned during the period December 8 to January IO not included, be-cause no grade samples were coll ected for those periods.
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The weighted average grade for machine-picked cotton was 92.6, or a value of
just below Strict Low Middling. This
represents a difference of slightiy more
than one full grade, and based on Mem-phis spot cotton prices for the 1947 sea-son amounted to $7.90 per bale.
The 1947 harvesting season was some-what unusual in that the crop in general
was harvested early. Very little late picking took place either by hand or machine.
For this reason the general level of quali-ty for both harvesting methods was high
for 1947, and this is an important con-sideration. The expression of grade differences as full grades or fractions of
grades is not nearly as important as where
these grades fa ll in the scale. Based on
1948 loan rates, for instance, a difference
of one grade between Strict Good Or-dinary and Low Middling, 1-1 / 16 in ch
staple, m eans a value difference of
$24.50 a bale ; whereas, a difference of:
one grade between Strict Low M idd li ng
and Middling for the same staple length
means a value difference of on ly $6.50
per bale. In light of these condition s, it
is probable that the $7.90 difference in
quality found to exist in 1947 is lower
than would be expected in many seasons,
especially in those seasons in which the
general level ct th e quality of the crop
is low.
Probable Effects of Full Mechanization
of the Harvest on Quality Differences.
As was pointed out, mechanical pickers

up to now have been used to su12plement
the hand-labor force. Less than half a
dozen plantations in the Delta ha ve as
many as 12 or more pickers and on the
majority of these farms they are not depended on to harvest the entire crop. A
few plantations have five or six machines,
but in general, there are one to three
machines per fa rm an d they harvest only
’ total pro-:>. small part of the plantation's
duction.
Certain adva ntages arise from com-plete mechanization of the cotton harvest.
By having enough machines to pick his
entire crop, the prod ucer is able to gain
the adva ntage of timeliness to shorten
the harvest season materi ally,_ table 9.
Timeliness a nd the shorter harvest sea-son tend to hold weather damages to
open cotton to a minimum, and in addi-tion to improvin g the general level of
grade, result in a crop of more uniform
quali ty. The va riation in grade of hand-picked cotton in 1947 amounted to 17.2
points on the index, whi le the grade variati on for the crop harvested entirely by
machine amounted to only 4.4 points.
The grade index is raised from 92.6
(see table 8) to 93.5, and based on Mem-phis spot cotton prices for 1947, amounts
to an increae in value of one-half cent
p: r pound, or $2.50 per bale.
In addition to resulting in lint of hi gh-er quality, the quality of the cottonseed
is also improved under this method of
harves ting.

Percentage of mechanically picked cotton under fully mechanized harvest and hand-picked
cotton ginned by specified dates, selected years, Yazoo-Mississippi Delta.____________
Hand--picked 2
I
1
Machine-picked
Perce ntage
Percentage j
ginned
Date
gi nned
Date
Year
87.0
Decem ber 12
95.0
__ -_
December 12
1945 _____
------------------------------------3
__ _______
95.0
December 1
1946
80.0
November
99 .4
_ November 1
1947 ----------------------------------- - 3
90.0
_____
November 20
1948 _____
1 Based on one plantation having completely mechanized harvest a nd an annual production of
approximate!:' 2,000 bales.
2 Data from 21 gins in 1945 and 4 gins in 194 7.
3No data.
Table 9.
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Table 10. Ginning distribution for one planta-tion having fully mechanized harvest and 1947
cotton by
grade index for machine-picked
weeks.
Grade
Ginning
distribution 1 ind ex 2
Period
(percent)
9.8
________
September 14-20 ________
94.0
______
September 21 --27 _____________
94.9
------- ____ 22.7
94.4
September 28 -October 4____ 22.6
25.8
October 5-11 ____________________
94.1
________
__________________ 12 .9
October 12-1 8 ____
92 .0
3.3
__________________
October 19-2 5 _______
91.1
90.5
1.9
l._ __
October 26-November
92.5
- _______
.6
-----------------November 2-8
.0
.0
Nove mber 9 on -------- ---·---100
______________
T otal -----------·---------------------_______ _
W eighted average __
93 .5 or
Strict Low
Middling
l Based on 1,928 bal es of macl, ine-picked
cotton.
2 For code used in calculating index, see foot-note 2, table 7.

I
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Effect of Ginning on Quality Differences. The most common cause of the
lower grade of machine-picked cotton 1s
trash content. As it becomes possible to
take out more of this foreign material at
the gin, much of this valu e difference
will be eliminated. More and better gin-ning equipment is installed each year
in order to clean machine- pic_ked cotton.
Attempts to remove particles of grass
from cotton at the gin have proved
largely unsuccessful. The most feasible
solution to this problem at present seems
to rest with improved cultural practices
and late control of grasses.
T able 10 shows the effect of full mechani zation of harvest on grade as compared with the general run of machine-picked cotton.
All prior discussions of grades in this
report have been based on cotton g inned
on all types of gins . Althoug h producers
tend to seek the better equipped gin s to
handle machine-picked cotton , a substanti al part of this cotton is still process-ed in gins that are not fully equipped to
do the job. As we move toward a fully
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mechanized harvest, it is logical to ex-pect that improvement in ginning fa.cilities will move in the same direction.
This point is substantiated by the increase in number of specially equipped
gins in the D elta in the last few years.
Table 11 illustrates the improvement in
grade of machine-picked cotton that can
be expected from a speci ally equipped
gin over a standard plant. Improvement
thus effected amounts to approximately
$8 per bale on the basis of 1947 prices.
These specially equipped gins have a
number of m echanical devices for clean-ing seed cotton. Possibilities for additional
improvement of grade through further
processing of seed cotton appear limited.
However, the recent developments of the
lint cleaner for cleaning lint cotton after
it is g inned offers distinct possibilities
for the removal of more foreign matter
from machine-picked cotton. In tests
conducted with this cleaner, the value
of lint from machine-picked cotton has
been improved more than half a grade,
with no adverse effect on the fiber properties of the cotton. 9 The fact that a sig-9
"Technological and Economic Developm ents
in Ginning and Marketing of Mechanica ll y H ar-vested Cotton,"” by F. L. Gerdes. A paper pre-sented a t th e Soutr.ern Ex perim ent Station Col-labora tors'’ Conference on Mechanica l Handling
of Cotton, Southern Regional Research Labora-tory, New Orlea ns, Loui siana, March, 1948.
(Processed) .

Table 1 I. Season average grade of machine-picked cotton ginned on specially equipped
and standard gins, Yazoo-Mississippi Delta,
1947.1
Season weighted average
Grade
equivalent 2
Ind ex
T ype of gin
SLM-—
____________________
Standard ___ _____
______ 90.7
SLM
Speciall y equi pped ________
___ 93.3

I

I

l Adapted from Costs a nd Quality of Ginning
in Relation to Method of H arvesting and T ype
~f Ginning Equipm ent, Yazoo-Mi ssissippi Delta,
(Processed,
- ."
Seasons' 1946-47 a nd 1947-48
Washing ton, D . C., April 1949) .
2
SLM = Strict Low Middlin g. Plu s or minus
of a grad e.
indicates difference of one-third
-
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Figure 4. Seasonal ginning distribution, by specified peiicds, for hand-pi
- eked cotton and for cotton picked by machine under fully mechanized
harvest. By having enough machines to p:ck the entire crop on a particular farm the harvesting season is telescoped into a shorter period,
re-sulting in a crop of more uniform quality.
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nificant number of these cleaners are
currently being installed in Delta gins
offers further possibility for general im-provement in the grade of machine-harvested cotton.
Total Cost of Harvesting Cotton By
Machine, 1947
As was pointed out in previous sec-tions of this report, the cost of picking
cotton mechanic:illy consists of other
items than the actual operating expenses
of the machine. Table 12 is a summary of
these cost items for 1947. The total cost
of machine picking for that year amount-ed to $35.67 per bale harvested. The
cost of operating the machine was less
than half the total costs. The importance
of field waste, accounting for _ over 35
percent of the harvesting costs, points up
the need for mechanical improvement
of the picker.
Mechanical harvesting costs of $35.67
per bale are equivalent to a hand-picking
rate of $2.42 per hundred weight. Rates
for hand-picking
in 1947 ranged from
$2.50 to $4.50 per hundred weight of
seed cotton.
Table 12 als::> indic:ites the cost of mechanical picking when 1948 prices of
machines are considered. The per-bale
figure of $39.13 is larger by $3.46 than
the actual 1947 cost. It is the more significant of the two cost figure5 because any
decision to buy or any forward-looki ng
evaluation of the machine must take into

!, E
o

Table 13. Comparison of varying rates for hand-picking
with cost of machinc•p'cking
when fix -ed
_______________ -charges for machine operation are based on 1943 machine pr,ces.

: g.
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Table 12. Machine operating costs and associated losses for mechanically picked cotton,
Yazoo-Mississippi Delta, 1947.

I

Cost or va lue
Item
per bale
Machine operating cost :
(dollars)
__······· 8.81
Variabl e costs _____"
···-·········
·········
Fixed costs 1 _____________
.......................... ......
5.96
Total machine operating cost
14.77
Associated losses :
Waste _.. ..........................
_______.............
_____ . 13.00
Loss in g rade ............
_____________
................
7.9 0
T otal losses .........................
_____ .... 20.90
T otal m achine harvesting
' costs 1 ' .. ..... . .................
____ . 35.67
T otal m achine harvesting
costs with fixed charges
ba sed on 1948 price of
________ mechanica l pickers
39.13
1 Fix ed charges based on
c,riginal cost of the
machine,

account costs based on current or prospective machine prices .
A comparison of machine-harv esting
costs with varying rates for hand-picking
is presented in table 13. The point of
indifference, that is, the point where
there is no dollar incentive for selecting
either method over the other, is reached
with the hand-picking
rate at $2.65 per
hundred weight. With hand-picking
rates at $3 or more, there is a decided
saving in the use of the mechanical
picker for harvesting.
The effect of volume on total harvesting costs is illustrated by the addition of
losses associated with machine-pick ing

Varying hand•picking
Cost per ba le
ra tes per cwt. of
Hand pickin ,r1.
seed cotton
Mac ', in e oi c'·in rr
(dollars)
( doll ars)
( doll ars)
2.00
29.50
39.13
2.25
33.19
39.13
2.50
36.88
39 .1 3
2.75
40.56
39 .13
3.00
44.25
39.13
3.50
51.62
39.1 3
4.00
59.00
39. 13
4.50
66.3 8
39.13
lBased on 1,475 pounds of seed cotton.

——

-

Difference
(dolla rs/
- 9.63
—
- 5.94
—
- 2.25
—
+ 1.43
+ 5.1 2
+1 2.49
+1 9.87
+ 27.25
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to the operating cost per bale shown in
table 5. For machines having an average
picking volume of 44 bales the total cost
of harvesting is slightly over $57 per bale.
This is equivalent to a hand-picking
rate of $3.90 per hundred weight. For
machines having an average vofume of
137 bales the total cost per bale of 37
dollars is equivalent to a hand-picking
rate of $2.50.
It should be recognized that these
machine harvesting costs are calculated
with current cotton prices and average
ginning conditions. If cotton prices de-cline the charge against the machine for
waste will be reduced and if ginning fa-cilities continue to improve loss in grade
will also be reduced. These conditions
would tend to improve the competitive
position of the machine, assuming no
change in the rate for hand-picking.
Some Suggestions for Harvesting
Cotton by Machine 10
Cotton that is to be mechanically har-vested should be produced throughout
with that consideration in mind. Uni-form width of rows (preferably 40 inches) should be used, and a system of flat
cultivation is preferred. Usual spacings
in the drill give good results. Picker efficiency tends to be somewhat lower on
cross-plowed or check-rowed cotton.
Fields and turn-rows should be kept
free of grass, weeds, and vines,' especially during the late growing season and
after “"lay-by"
- ” time. Grass in lint cotton
is especially objectionable. Late flaming
has often proved successful in controlling late weeds and grasses.
Fields should be cleared of such debris
as stones, stumps, bricks, scrap iron, etc.
These objects are especially hazardous
to machine operation, and should they
enter the picker drum, damage is likely
to be great and repairs expensive. In ad-1 0Prepared with the coope ration of th e Cot-ton Mechanization Proj ect, Delta Branch Ex peri-ment Station, and tr.e Bureau of Plant Indu stry,
Soils, and Agricultural Engineering cooperating.

dition, lengthy repair jobs tend to elim-inate the advantages to be gained from
timeliness of operation.
Defoliant may be applied about 25
days after the last blooms setting bolls
with little or no damage to the young
crop of bolls. Picking can usually start
7 to l O days after the defoliant is applied. Early in the season defoliate only
that acreage which can be harvested in
5 or 6 days; second growth will not de-toliate. At least 50 percent of the cotton
on acreages yielding a bale per acre or
more should be open when the picking
operation is begun.
Wetting agents used in combination
with water have reduced materially the
water requirements for picking. These
agents also have a cleaning action on
the spindles.
An intelligent, conscientious tractor
driver will generally make a good picker
operator. Operating machines in fleets
provides an opportunity for good ground
supervision, which is desirable.
Machine-picked cotton should be gin-ned on gins properly equipped to handle
ii. This means gins equipped with driers
and adequate seed cotton cleaning equip-ment and, if available, lint-cleaning
equipment. •
Machines should be kept well lubricated and in proper adjustment at all
times during operation. This may mean
making a number of min9r adjustments
throughout the picking day as conditions change. To maintain even wear on
the spindles, it is a good idea to ex-change the faster wearing spindles in the
lower section of the picker bar with
those in the upper -section, as spindle
barbs become worn during the season.
Spindles must be kept clean for efficient
cperation. They will require more frequent cleanings when "honey-dew" or
plant juices are present. Picker bars and
picker drums should be cleaned thorough-ly at least twice a week and more fre-quently if necessary.
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The operator should study the oper-ator's manual and take advantage of the
instruction and assistance provided by

the implement dealers handling
machines.

IY
these

SUMMARY
Harvesting of cotton by machine has
increased rapidly in the Yazoo-Missi~sippi Delta in the last few years. During
the 1948 harvest, between 600 and 650
mechanical pickers were operating in
this area. Use of machines means a tre-mendous reduction in man-labor re-quirements for harvesting.
The machines studied operated, on
the average, an equivalent of twentyeight, IO-hour
days in 1945, 43 days in
1946, and 31 days in 1947. Bales har-vested per picker were 111, 87, and 109,
respectively, for these years. Many factors
affect the seasonal picking volume of
these harvesters. The more important
ones are weather, yield, crop conditions,
and experience and attitude of the owner
with respect to the picker.
Cost of machine operation per bale
was $10.58 in 1945, $19.78 in 1946, and
$14.77 in 1947. Machine performance has
a decided influence on these per-unit
costs. Labor, repairs, and machine de-preciation account for, roughly, 80 per-cent of total machine operating costs.
Spindles and spindle bars are the items
that need most frequent repair or replace-ment.
In 1947 operating costs per bale for
machines harvesting an average of 44
bales were $36.15, and for machines har-vesting 138 bales, $16.09. The price of
mechanical pickers has doubled since
1944. This condition accentuates further
the need for getting a high volume of
picking with the machine.
The use of an artificial defoliant, when
possible, is a material aid to mechanical
picking.
Picker efficiency averaged 92 percent
in 1947, reflecting a field waste of 8 per--

cent. This waste was equivalent to $13
per bale, based on 1947 prices.
Machine-picked cotton averaged one
full grade, or a value of $7.90 per bale,
lower than hand-picked cotton in 1947.
Full mechanization of the harvest, better cultural practices, improved ginning
equipment, and the development of the
lint cleaner are all factors which offer
promise of material improvement in
grade of machine-picked cotton in the
future.
Considering machine operating costs
and losses associated with mechanical
picking, total per-bale costs for this
method of harvesting were $35.67 in
1947. This is equivalent to a hand-picking rate of $2.42 per 100 pounds of seed
cotton.
When 1948 machine prices are considered in calculating fixed charges, this
per-bale cost figure amounts to $39.13.
The equivalent hand-picking rate is
$2.65. When hand-picking rates are $3
or more, there is a decided saving m
using the machine.
Cotton that is to be mechanically har-vested should be produced with that con-sideration in mind. Fields should be kept
free of weeds and grasses as late as pos-sible and they should also be cleared of
stones, scrap iron, and other objects that
are hazardous to machine operation.
Machine-picked cotton should be gin-ned on gins properly eq uipped to hand le
it. Lint-cleaning equipment should be
used if available.
To insure efficient operation, the ma-chine must be kept in proper adjustment,
and the spindles and picker drums must
be kept clean.

